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                        What Is an Energy Cooperative
                      

                      
                        
                           by Jackie Belin                          May 22, 2023September 18, 2023                        

                      

                      
                        Renewable energy cooperatives, such as those focused on wind energy, have emerged as a prominent force in the transition towards a sustainable energy future. In the United Kingdom, these community-led initiatives empower individuals to actively engage in generating, managing, and benefiting from renewable energy sources.

This article delves into the key features of energy cooperatives in the UK, emphasizing their vital role in promoting renewable energy, fostering local engagement, and contributing to the nation’s carbon reduction goals.

With a focus on wind energy cooperatives, we&#…
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                        Community Energy Storage – The Future Energy?
                      

                      
                        
                           by Jackie Belin                          May 9, 2023August 3, 2023                        

                      

                      
                        The community energy storage (CES) concept entails a utility-owned CES situated at the borderline of the utility distribution system, easily accessible to end-users. Utility-owned CES systems comprise multiple battery storage units connected to low-level transformers for small businesses and homes.

Community storage helps integrate renewable energy resources into the grid by addressing notable regeneration challenges. Solar energy storage systems have become more popular due to the increasing interest in renewable energy, self-consumption, and energy independence.

CES has become more appealing in recent years due to the …
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                Learn How to Take Out Fireplace Insert
                            

            
                                    
                        
                                                            
                               by Jackie Belin                                
                              November 28, 2023November 28, 2023                        

                    

                            

            
                Removing a fireplace insert, be it a wood-burning fireplace insert, gas fireplace insert, or a wood stove fireplace insert, can be necessary for various reasons. Whether updating your home’s aesthetic, performing essential maintenance, or replacing an outdated unit, understanding how to take out fireplace insert is crucial for safety and efficiency. This guide will focus on removing different inserts, including the classic wood-burning fireplace insert, the convenient gas insert, and the traditional wood-burning stove insert…
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                Solar Panel Output Winter vs Summer UK
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                              September 13, 2023September 13, 2023                        

                    

                            

            
                Solar Panel Output Winter vs Summer UK – Solar power has emerged as a frontrunner in the race to combat climate change as the world transitions towards cleaner and more sustainable energy sources. In the United Kingdom, a country known for its temperate climate and often cloudy skies, understanding the dynamics of solar panel output throughout the year is crucial for maximizing the potential of solar energy systems.

This article will discuss the fascinating comparison of solar panel output in winter vs. summer in the UK.

The UK Climate and Solar Energy …
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                Renewable energy cooperatives, such as those focused on wind energy, have emerged as a prominent force in the transition towards a sustainable energy future. In the United Kingdom, these community-led initiatives empower individuals to actively engage in generating, managing, and benefiting from renewable energy sources.

This article delves into the key features of energy cooperatives in the UK, emphasizing their vital role in promoting renewable energy, fostering local engagement, and contributing to the nation’s carbon reduction goals.

With a focus on wind energy cooperatives, we&#…
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                The community energy storage (CES) concept entails a utility-owned CES situated at the borderline of the utility distribution system, easily accessible to end-users. Utility-owned CES systems comprise multiple battery storage units connected to low-level transformers for small businesses and homes.

Community storage helps integrate renewable energy resources into the grid by addressing notable regeneration challenges. Solar energy storage systems have become more popular due to the increasing interest in renewable energy, self-consumption, and energy independence.
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                The Future of European Energy by ERIG
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                ERIG (The European Research Institute for Gas and Energy Innovation) published a document that defines the future progress of the energy sector in Europe concerning the European Green Deal.

The main goal is to reach European and international climate targets, keeping the planet from warming over 2℃. Therefore, neutral gases will play a significant role. The document follows the institute’s approach, specifically, to contemplate energy or power, consisting of molecules and electrons as carriers of energy associated with …
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                The nearest star the Earth has is the sun. Even if it is a million miles away from the Earth, its gravitational force holds it around its orbit. It transmits heat and light, which makes life on Earth possible.

Plants must have daylight to grow while creatures, including people, need food and oxygen from plants. Also, without the sun’s heat, the Earth would be all ice. There will be no breeze, sea currents, or even clouds.

Solar energy is as old as the sun. While human beings have not …
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                Education on Energy for Students
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                The coalition has a role in organizing, facilitating, and developing knowledge to spread through regular schooling in vocational levels of secondary schools and universities. The training of professionals has a vital function in the Climate and Energy Coalition, and this is rendered worldwide through a business school named Energy Institute.

Furthermore, their Energy Programme arranges different masterclasses, lectures, debates, and excursions that benefit everyone. Those students who follow the learning activities of the said program and can finish a course on energy at the respected universities of Hanze and Groningen and will be …
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                There is much to learn about solar energy, and students can learn much from the benefits and disadvantages. Below are effective ways to introduce solar energy to students.

Discuss standard tools that use solar power

Stimulate the mind of your students and ask them to name standard devices that function using solar energy, such as highway lighting, garden lights, etc. Ensure that students see how these tools capture solar energy using PV cells and batteries for future use.

Also, …
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                More than half the power utilized in Europe comes from gases/molecules. In the future, the energy systems will replace these with sustainable and clean electricity. In 2050,  Europe will still need much energy in molecule form for non-electrified applications, balancing, heavy transport, high temperature, and etc.

Presently, Europe is investing a large amount of money in green gases, accounting for roughly 50 percent of the power mix in 2050. The cooperation of the existing infrastructure for heat, electricity, and …
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                The international school of the Climate and Energy Coalition is the Energy Institute. This institution aims to link all business skills, expertise, and knowledge to train professionals. They offer training courses, executive programs, masterclasses, and business coaching for professionals all over the globe.

These courses help sharpen their skills and expertise to ensure a more successful transition in the future.

Moreover, activities on networking and training will prepare these professionals for the…
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